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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Stefaan Merckx / David Germits Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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Turnhout , 12/01/2021 Medimundi by Cartamundi, a spin-off of board game producer Cartamundi, has started the production of Belgian mouth masks. These are the so-called FFP2 and FFP3 masks, mainly intended for the healthcare sector, as it has a valve and makes it easier for healthcare providers to breathe through. But also for vulnerable people who have to avoid any form of contamination as these masks are highly protective. Medimundi works together with the University of Antwerp and a Belgian machine builder for this. Pix : Credit : Frederic Sierakowski / Isopix
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